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ADVANCES IN MATHEMATICS 10, 326-327 (1973) 
Errata 
Vol. 8, No. 3 (1972), in the article, “Ramsey’s Theorem for a Class 
of Categories,” by R. L. Graham, K. Leeb and B. L. Rothschild, 
pp. 417433. 
Page 420, (first diagram): M should read M. 
Page 421, (line 13): First n should read N. 
(lines 16-17): a should read ai . 
(line 19): After “ <0” insert “and trivially if t = 0.” 
(line 20): After “20” insert “and t > 0.” 
Page 422, (lines 21-22): I and m be nonnegative should read 2 > 0, 
m 3 1. 
(line 25): m = 0 should read m = 1. 
(line 26): After “assume” insert “for some m > 2.” 
(line 29): k + 1 should read k + 1. 
Page 423, (line 5): u’i should read vr . 
(line 7): K + I should read k + 1. 
Page 424, (line 14): jn-r should read j,-, . 
Page 426, (line 10): j,-, should read j,: id should read id + 1. 
(line 11): Second ‘f” should read f ‘. 
Page 428, (line 2):f’(x) = x should readf’(x) = f(x). 
(line 12): M(f’) = f should read M(f’) = fns,k+l . 
(line 15): Last “k” should read k + 1. 
(lines 17-18): +I--1 should read rJI . 
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(line 18): 1 < x < I - 1 should read 1 < x < 1. 
(line 34): I’, should read V, . 
(line 34): C, should read C,, . 
Page 429, (lines 19-20): delete “So . . . isomorphism.“; replace with 
“Furthermore, for a suitable choice of u E A, @ V,,, we have 
(w’, F’)(u, $) = (G’, v’#), with # E A, @ V, . Of course (w’, y’) and 
(z$‘, q’#) represent the same subobject since (u, z,!J) is an isomorphism.” 
(lines 21-22): w’ should read G’. 
Page 430, (line 30): After “here” insert “In particular, the categories 
corresponding exactly to the notions in [2] are the quotient categories 
described in the last paragraph in this paper.” 
(line 35): (k, s) should read (f, s). 
Page 431, (line 34): P(h, r) should read P((h, r)). 
Page 432, (lines 8 and 10): lUk should read ltLI,~. 
(line 10): After “in particular” insert “since” 
(line 11): l,-~~-l should read lu-lk . 
(line 23): 1.~ should read XE. 
(line 26): k should read 1. 
(line 28): e should read e’. 
(lines 36-37): A,, should read A,‘. 
(line 38): s(x) *g should read g * s(x). 
Page 433, (lines 3, 4, 5, 17, 18): A,, should read A,‘. 
(line 4): (e,i , 1J should read (d,, , 1,r). 
(line 13): hg should read gh. 
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